Identify and check which of the two sentences is written correctly.

Example:  

a) I am not going nowhere tomorrow.

✓ I am not going anywhere tomorrow.

1) a) The zealous soccer fan didn’t listen to nobody.

b) The zealous soccer fan didn’t listen to anybody.

2) a) Ana hadn’t baked no pumpkin pies.

b) Ana hadn’t baked any pumpkin pies.

3) a) There is hardly no water in the bottle.

b) There is hardly any water in the bottle.

4) a) No one hasn’t prepared dinner for us.

b) No one has prepared dinner for us.

5) a) I haven’t seldom heard about this scientific theory.

b) I have seldom heard about this scientific theory.

6) a) Evelyn and Ashley didn’t barely know each other.

b) Evelyn and Ashley barely know each other.

7) a) None of the students haven’t completed the homework.

b) None of the students have completed the homework.

8) a) Keith doesn’t have any money left in his wallet.

b) Keith doesn’t have no more money left in his wallet.
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